
ITEM F-2 

STATE OF HAWAI‘I 
DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES 

Division of Aquatic Resources 
Honolulu, Hawai‘i 96813 

May 14, 2021 

Board of Land and Natural Resources 
State of Hawai‘i 
Honolulu, Hawai‘i 

Subject:  Enforcement Action against Wayne Keaulana Spatz for Unlawful Use of a 
Poisonous Substance for the take of Aquatic Life. 

Summary:  This submittal requests the Board of Land and Natural Resources find that 
Wayne Keaulana Spatz violated Hawaii Administrative Rules § 13-75-7 by 
depositing a substance deleterious to aquatic life into State waters without a 
permit and poisoning thousands of prawns.  The Division of Aquatic 
Resources recommends administrative fines and costs against Wayne 
Keaulana Spatz of $633,640. 

Date of  
Incident:  July 13, 2020 
 
Against:  Wayne Keaulana Spatz 
 
Location of 
Incident:  Within Pāheʻeheʻe Stream in Honomū, Island of Hawai‘i, Hawai‘i 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
 

At approximately 18:00 on July 13, 2020, Department of Land and Natural Resources (“DLNR”) 
Division of Conservation and Resources Enforcement (“DOCARE”) Officer Edwin Shishido 
received information that a suspected stream poisoning had occurred in Pāheʻeheʻe Stream near 
Honomū.  Upon arrival at the stream, along with Hawaii County Police Department (“HCPD”) 
Officers, two suspects Wayne Keaulana Spatz (“SPATZ”) and Leolani Louise Brook 
(“BROOK”) were identified; SPATZ fled the scene.  During the subsequent investigation Officer 
Shishido collected water and prawns from the stream with the assistance of the DLNR’s Division 
of Aquatic Resources (“DAR”) and the Department of Agriculture (“DOA”).  The water and 
prawns sampled were later found to contain Bifenthrin, a chemical used in pesticides to control 
ants.  DOCARE Officers investigated and documented the incident.  The DOCARE Report is 
attached as Exhibit A. 
 
DAR recommends that the Board of Land and Natural Resources (“Board”) approve the 
proposed administrative fines of $633,640 against Wayne Keaulana Spatz for the unlawful use of 
a poisonous substance for the take of aquatic life.  For reasons discussed below, DAR does not 
recommend that the Board take similar action against Leolani Louise Brook. 
 
 

II.  FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
 

A. The July 13, 2020 incident 
 

At approximately 18:00 on July 13, 2020, DOCARE Officer Shishido received an 
anonymous text message about a potential stream poisoning incident in Pāheʻeheʻe Stream in 
Honomū.  Officer Shishido and Hawaii County Police Department (HCPD) Patrol Officers 
Christopher Fukumoto and Darren Abalos reported to the scene.  The HCPD officers made 
contact with two individuals, subsequently identified as SPATZ and BROOK, suspected of 
the poisoning.  According to HCPD, SPATZ fled the area and got away. 
 
Officer Shishido interviewed Carl Castro (“Carl”), who lives in a house behind Pāheʻeheʻe 
Stream.  During his interview, Carl recalled observing SPATZ and BROOK walking along 
the Pāheʻeheʻe Stream between 13:00 and 13:30 earlier that day.  SPATZ, according to Carl, 
carried a three-prong spear, a bag tied around his waist, and a red “Target” bag.  BROOK 
carried a three-prong spear, an opae net, and a backpack.  By approximately 14:00, Carl 
observed dead and dying prawns floating down the stream, and others were crawling out of 
the water.  As noted below, prawns occasionally leave the water, but, crawling out of the 
water in this fashion en masse is atypical behavior that suggests presence of an irritant or 
insufficient oxygen levels in the water.  Carl filled at least seven, one-gallon bags with these 
prawns.   
 
Carl reported that he then walked upstream from his residence approximately 100 yards, and 
observed SPATZ with the bag from his waist—later determined to be a king-sized 
pillowcase—filled with prawns.  Carl yelled at SPATZ but left in order to avoid a 
confrontation.  After returning to his house, Carl continued to observe a steady stream of 
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dead and dying prawns floating downstream.  At that point, someone from Carl’s household 
called HCPD to report the incident.  On arrival, HCPD Officers observed BROOK emerge 
from the stream area and located her vehicle nearby.  BROOK stated that she did not know 
SPATZ’s location, and officers did not detain her. 
 
Sheariah Masaoka also posted photos and a video of the incident showing SPATZ and 
BROOK to “Facebook.”  Officer Shishido later saved that media to a CD as evidence. 
 
On July 14, 2020, Officer Shishido returned to the site of the violation for water samples and 
observed a “creamy yellowish” foam in the Pāheʻeheʻe Stream.  Officer Shishido, with 
Carl’s assistance, collected water from the stream and turned the samples over to DOA 
Environmental Health Specialist Grant Kow that day.  On July 15, 2020, Officer Shishido 
returned with Grant to recover the prawns Carl collected the day of the incident.  Carl noted 
that he continued to observe dead prawns floating in the stream that day.  Grant sent the 
water and prawn samples to a DOA lab on Oahu for chemical analysis. Officer Shishido 
informed Grant that he was aware of a previous incident where Bug-B-Gon was used to 
poison prawns. The active ingredient in Bug-B-Gon is Bifenthrin. 
 
Officer Shishido made numerous attempts to contact SPATZ and BROOK.  On August 10, 
2020, BROOK called Officer Shishido, informed him that she and SPATZ had been injured 
in a vehicle accident, and agreed to meet.  Officer Shishido concluded that “BROOK was 
more of a witness than a suspect,” in part because BROOK admitted to fishing for prawns 
that day but claimed she was not involved in the poisoning.  See Exhibit A at PDF page 7.  
BROOK did not see SPATZ pour the poison into the stream, but she stated that she “knows” 
that SPATZ used “Home Defense” liquid ant poison.  According to BROOK, the poison 
works by burning the prawns’ eyes and bodies, which forces them out of the water.  
 
 On August 11, 2020, Officer Shishido and HCPD Officer Matt Lewis met SPATZ in his 
hospital room and read SPATZ his rights.  SPATZ declined to answer any questions or make 
any statements in regard to the prawn poisoning incident. Officer Shishido left without taking 
any further action. 
 
On August 12, 2020, Officer Shishido again met with BROOK, who attempted to change her 
story regarding SPATZ’s use of the poison.  During this interview, BROOK said that she 
personally keeps the poison to use for bug control purposes in her living space.  BROOK 
confirmed that poisoning is a method SPATZ uses to collect prawns, but she maintained that 
she did not see SPATZ use it in the water on the day of the incident, July 13, 2020.  This is 
consistent with her original statement made August 10, 2020.  BROOK further stated that she 
had “waited downstream while SPATZ walked upstream,” BROOK also recalled that less 
than an hour later, she observing dead prawns floating in the stream and live prawns crawling 
out of the stream en masse. 
 
Officer Shishido contacted DAR Biologist Troy Sakihara for expert advice.  Troy explained 
that it is not unusual for prawns to leave the water to feed.  However, prawns will leave the 
water if oxygen levels are insufficient, or irritants are present in the water.  Troy indicated 
that a mass exodus from the water, such as was observed on July 13, 2020, is unlikely unless 
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there was a chemical irritant in the water. 
 
On September 10, 2020, Troy conducted a biological survey of the Pāheʻeheʻe Stream for 
DAR and provided the following method to estimate the number of prawns impacted by the 
poison SPATZ deposited into the stream. The Pāheʻeheʻe Stream, in its natural state, has an 
average density of 5 prawns per square meter. Troy surveyed a total of 1,250 square meters 
of the stream estimated to be impacted by SPATZ’s deposit of poison. The area measured 
250 meters in length with an average width of five meters. This formula results in an 
estimated 6,250 prawns impacted by the poison. This is a conservative estimate, given that 
many more prawns and other animals were affected further downstream beyond the area 
where the survey was conducted. 
 
During the September 10, 2020 survey, the only survey station upstream from the area where 
the poison was introduced had a density of five prawns per square meter.  This density is 
believed to be consistent with the condition of the entire stream prior to the introduction of 
the poison on July 13, 2020.  Zero prawns were observed at over half of the survey stations 
downstream from the area where the poison was introduced.  The average density in the 
downstream survey stations was 0.2 prawns per square meter.  This low density is believed 
to be inconsistent with the condition of the stream prior to the introduction of the poison on 
July 13, 2020.  The DAR report is attached as Exhibit B. 
 
On August 17, 2020, the DOA Oahu lab reported the results of its analysis of the samples 
taken on July 13 to Officer Shishido.  DOA noted that both the prawn and water samples 
tested positive for the presence of Bifenthrin, a chemical used in insecticides.  Bifenthrin is 
not typically present in the Pāheʻeheʻe Stream. 
 
Officer Shishido contacted multiple residents living on Pāheʻeheʻe Stream to ask about the 
incident. Some reported seeing the vehicle or the suspects around the time of the incident, 
but most could not recall the specific day. All residents denied using pesticides in the area. 
 
Officer Shishido also contacted Steven Okano Sr., whose family lives on Pāheʻeheʻe Stream 
and has collected prawns there all their lives.  Steven indicated that collecting enough prawns 
to fill a king-size pillowcase in three hours would not be possible using only a three-prong 
spear and an opae net without also using poison or other illegal means. Other local fishers 
who requested anonymity also indicated that in just three hours, it would not be possible to 
catch the amount of prawns observed in SPATZ’s possession using only a three-prong spear 
and an opae net. 
 
 

III.  LEGAL AUTHORITY FOR ENFORCEMENT 
 

A. Fishing Regulations 
 

Fishing gear regulations are found in the Hawaii Administrative Rules (“HAR”) Title 13, 
Chapter 75. 
 
As used in that chapter, “Aquatic life” means “any type or species of mammal, fish, 
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amphibian, reptile, mollusk, crustacean, arthropod, invertebrate, coral, or other animal that 
inhabits the freshwater or marine environment and includes any part, product, egg, or 
offspring thereof; or freshwater or marine plants, including seeds, roots, products, and other 
parts thereof.”  Hawaii Revised Statutes (“HRS”) § 187A-1 
 
“Take” is defined as “to fish for, catch, capture, confine, or harvest, or to attempt to fish for, 
catch, or harvest, aquatic life. The use of any gear, equipment, tool, or any means to fish for, 
catch, capture, confine, or harvest, or to attempt to fish for, catch, capture, confine, or 
harvest, aquatic life by any person who is in the water, or in a vessel on the water, or on or 
about the shore where aquatic life can be fished for, caught, captured, confined, or harvested, 
shall be construed as taking.” HAR § 13-75-7(1) 
 
HAR § 13-75-7(a)(4) provides, in relevant part, “It is unlawful to deposit in, permit to pass 
into, or place where it can pass into the state waters for the purpose of taking aquatic life . . . 
[a]ny other substance or material [that is] deleterious to aquatic life.” 
 

B. Administrative fines authorized for violations of HAR Title 13, Chapter 75 
 

Section 187A-12.5(c), HRS, provides the administrative penalties for violations relating to 
aquatic resources, such as HAR § 13-75 (regulated gear), as follows: 

(1) For a first violation, a fine of not more than $1,000; (2) For a second 
violation within five years of a previous violation, a fine of not more than 
$2,000; and (3) For a third or subsequent violation within five years of the last 
violation, a fine of not more than $3,000. 

 
Sub-section (e) also provides that “[i]n addition to subsection (c), a fine of up to $1,000 
may be levied for each specimen of all other aquatic life taken, killed, or injured in 
violation of subtitle 5 of title 12 or any rule adopted thereunder.” HRS § 187A-12.5(e) The 
definition of “aquatic life” includes “crustaceans” such as prawns. HRS § 187A-1. 
 
Additionally, HRS § 187A-12.5(a) authorizes the Board “to recover administrative fees and 
costs… or payment for damages or for the cost to correct damages resulting from a 
violation of” the statutes and rules pertaining to aquatic resources. 
 
 

IV.  APPLICATION OF LAW AND RECOMMENDED FINES AND COSTS 
 

A.  Applicable violations 
 

SPATZ violated HAR § 13-75-7(a)(4) (Use of poisonous substances) when he deposited or 
permitted to pass into state waters a substance that is deleterious to aquatic life—bifenthrin—for 
the purpose of taking aquatic life—freshwater prawns. 
 
Prawns are not regulated under HRS Title 12, Subtitle 5 or HAR Title 13, Subtitle 4.  There are 
no specific size limits, bag limits, or closed seasons regulating their take.   
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B.  Maximum authorized fines 
 

Section 187A-12.5, HRS, authorizes an administrative fine of $1,000 for a first-time 
violation, as well as an additional $1,000 per specimen taken. 
 
As outlined above, SPATZ violated one rule, which carries a maximum fine of $1,000.  Given 
that SPATZ is conservatively estimated to have injured or killed 6,250 prawns (see DAR 
Reports attached as Exhibit B and discussed, supra), the maximum administrative fine 
authorized for the specimens taken would be $6,251,000. 
 

C.  Recommended Fines 
 

The Board has broad discretion in assessing administrative fines for a natural resource violation. 
In 2014, the Board adopted an Administrative Sanctions Schedule to facilitate the 
standardization of enforcement for violations of aquatic resource laws.  This schedule 
recommends a $200 fine for the applicable violation and a $100 fine per specimen taken for 
unregulated aquatic life.1  Based on this schedule, the recommended fine against SPATZ is 
$625,200. 
 
Table 1.  Fines related to the incident. 

 
D.  Cost of Investigation 
 

DAR Biologist, Troy Sakihara, spent a total of 50 hours investigating the incident and preparing 
his report.  DAR Legal Fellow Ryan McDermott spent 16 hours investigating the incident and 
preparing the enforcement action.  DOCARE Officer Shishido spent 96 hours investigating the 
incident.  

                                              
1 Item 2-3.  Category 3 Violations – Unlawful Fishing Gear; Unlawful Vessel Activity.  

(b)  A person commits a category 3 violation if he or she violates any of the following provisions: 
(4)  Rules adopted under HAR Title 13, Chapter 75, relating to the unlawful possession, sale, 

disposal, or use of certain regulated fishing gear or methods; 

(c)  For category 3 violations, administrative fines shall be imposed as follows: 

(1)  For a first category 3 violation, an administrative fine of up to $200 shall be assessed… 
(d)  In addition to any fines assessed for a category 3 violation involving the unlawful possession, sale, 

disposal, or use of regulated fishing gear or methods in violation of HAR Title 13, Chapter 75, an 
additional fine shall be assessed for each specimen of aquatic life taken, killed, or injured as a 
result of the unlawful possession, sale, disposal, or use of the regulated fishing gear or methods.  
Per specimen fines shall be imposed as follows: 

(2)  For unregulated aquatic life, an administrative fine of up to $100 per specimen shall be 
assessed… 

Violations Fine Count Total 
Use of poisonous substances $200 1 $200 
Specimens unlawfully taken/possessed $100 6,250 $625,000 
Total Fine    $625,200 
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Table 2.  Staff hours to investigate and prepare this enforcement action. 

Description  Units Rate Cost 
Troy Sakihara (DAR Biologist) 50 $40 $2,000 
Edwin Shishido (DOCARE Officer) 96 $60 $5,760 
Ryan McDermott (DAR Legal Fellow) 16 $55 $880 

Total Costs   $8,640 
 

E.  Total Fines and Costs 
 
Based on the foregoing considerations, DAR recommends fines in the amount of $625,200 as 
shown in Table 1, and costs in the amount of $8,640, as shown in Table 2, for a total amount of 
$633,640. This figure reflects a conservative estimate of the amount required to compensate the 
State for the damage to natural resources on public lands and the cost of the investigation. 

 
 

V.  RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
1.  That the Board find that Wayne Spatz violated HAR § 13-75-7(a)(4). 
 
2.  That the Board assess administrative fines and costs of $633,640 against Wayne Spatz to 

be paid within 60 days of the date of the Board’s decision. 
 
 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 
______________________________ 
BRIAN J. NEILSON, Administrator 
Division of Aquatic Resources 

 
 
 
APPROVED FOR SUBMITTAL: 
 
 
 
___________________________________ 
SUZANNE D. CASE, Chairperson 
Department of Land and Natural Resources 
 

https://stateofhawaii.na1.adobesign.com/verifier?tx=CBJCHBCAABAAfldQKp1LXRmdYKxxzcMu4ZkB-ASoG1DX
https://stateofhawaii.na1.adobesign.com/verifier?tx=CBJCHBCAABAAfldQKp1LXRmdYKxxzcMu4ZkB-ASoG1DX
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